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Silent overnight deliveries test uses hybrid truck 
 

A pilot study to test silent overnight deliveries has been launched at six 
McDonald’s restaurants in Stockholm, Sweden using a hybrid truck from 
Scania operated by HAVI. 
 
Heavy vehicles are normally restricted from driving in Stockholm’s city centre at night, 
due to noise. Instead, delivery access often happens when shops and restaurants 
are preparing for the start of the day’s business, during the morning rush hour. 
To minimise delivery trucks getting stuck in traffic or causing queues, the city of 
Stockholm is now broadening its pilot study of overnight deliveries. 
 
The deliveries using silent electric powered vehicles are a cooperation between the 
City of Stockholm, HAVI, KTH, EU, McDonald’s and Scania. The initiative is taking 
place in the framework of the EU project: Eccentric Stockholm. 
 
A chargeable hybrid truck from Scania that is run with a combination of electricity and 
fossil free fuel (a type of biodiesel called HVO), which dramatically reduces the 
emissions of particles and carbon dioxide, is being used in the trial. 
 
The plug-in hybrid truck is also connected and fitted with geofencing technology. This 
means that it adapts itself to the driving conditions in a predetermined area. These 
virtual traffic zones can determine which motor the vehicle will use and adapt its 
speed to actual speed limits, providing excellent possibilities to reduce emissions, 
noise and other distractions in city centres. 
 

"HAVI is a global logistics provider to McDonald’s worldwide, and in Sweden the two 
businesses have been working together since 1989. “We are very proud to be part of 
leading efforts to tackle real issues facing people living in the city,” says Camilla 
Eklöf, Quality, Safety & Environmental Manager, HAVI. “These trucks drive quietly 
and are emission-free in these sensitive urban areas. At the same time, however, 
they are still capable of driving longer distances. Our global partnership with Scania 
and McDonald’s is really making a difference to the environment as we work together 
to minimize emissions.” 
 
The hybrid truck can drive in silent electric mode for up to 10 kilometres and can 
efficiently deliver goods on practically empty streets at night. The consortium behind 
the project will study how much of an environmental benefit is gained by not having 
trucks in traffic queues and by always having good accessibility. 
 
“This kind of innovative partnerships and frontrunner projects are just right for us on 
journey towards a more sustainable supply chain. We were early out in Sweden 
implementing charging stations for cars and this is an exciting next step, says Henrik 
Nerell, Environmental Manager, McDonald’s in Sweden.  
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The battery is charged by external power sources and via regeneration, which means 
that the truck’s movement is turned into electricity each time the brakes are used. 
Thanks to an electrical charging station near one of the restaurants, the truck will be 
able to charge its battery whilst loading, unloading, and during driver breaks ensuring 
that it will not lack access to electricity in the city centre. 
 
On the longer routes between the city and the warehouse that the truck leaves from, 
the vehicle can run its internal combustion engine on HVO which can achieve up to a 
90 percent reduction in emissions. The truck changes over automatically to quiet and 
emission free electric power with the help of the software tool Scania Zone and 
virtual fences or geofences, upon arrival in environmentally sensitive urban areas. 
 
“The pilot is based on a so call innovation procurement process which Scania won, 
and it suits us since we already have a comprehensive collaboration for fuel 
optimising solutions with HAVI in other parts of Europe. This project is an excellent 
opportunity to demonstrate and evaluate the possibilities that a connected hybrid 
truck can offer, with the technology available to us here and now, to enable us to 
reduce our dependency on fossil fuels, says Jesper Brauer, Product Manager for 
Urban Trucks, Scania. 
 
About Eccentric: Eccentric Stockholm is a part of Civitas Eccentric, an EU project that focuses on 
sustainable mobility in suburban districts and innovative urban freight logistics. Stockholm is 
participating in the project along with Madrid, Munich, Ruse and Turku. The cities demonstrate and test 
the potential of sustainable planning and emerging technologies. Clean vehicles and fuels are being 
tested, new regulations and services formulated, and consolidation solutions developed in close 
partnerships with other cities, the research and private sectors. 
  
For further information, please contact: 
Örjan Åslund, Head of Product Affairs, Scania Trucks,  
Telephone: +46(0)70 289 83 78, Email: orjan.aslund@scania.com 

Gwendy Krijger, Director Of Communications, Logistics at HAVI,  
email gwendy.krijger@havi.com, phone +971 56 745 8912 
 
Henrik Nerell, Environmental Manager, McDonald’s in Sweden, 
email Henrik.nerell@se.mcd.com, phone +46 703 54 85 71 
 
Scania is a world-leading provider of transport solutions. Together with our partners and customers we are driving the shift 
towards a sustainable transport system. In 2017, we delivered 82,500 trucks, 8,300 buses as well as 8,500 industrial and 
marine engines to our customers. Net sales totalled nearly SEK 120 billion, of which about 20 percent were services-related. 
Founded in 1891, Scania now operates in more than 100 countries and employs some 49,300 people. Research and 
development are concentrated in Sweden, with branches in Brazil and India. Production takes place in Europe, Latin America 
and Asia, with regional production centres in Africa, Asia and Eurasia. Scania is part of TRATON SE.  
For more information visit: www.scania.com. 
 
About HAVI: HAVI is a global, privately owned company focused on innovating, optimizing and managing the supply chains of 
leading brands. Offering services in supply chain management, packaging, logistics and recycling and waste, HAVI partners 
with companies to address challenges big and small across the supply chain, from commodity to customer. Founded in 1974, 
HAVI employs more than 10,000 people and serves customers in more than 100 countries. HAVI’s supply chain services are 
complemented by the customer engagement services offered by our affiliated company, The Marketing Store.  
For more, visit HAVI.com. 
 
About McDonald’s in Sweden: With over 200 restaurants from north to south, McDonald’s is the leading restaurant chain in 
Sweden. The majority of the restaurants are owned and operated by local franchisees. We offer a broad menu with something 
for all tastes and preferences and serve food of the highest quality with fast and friendly service in modern restaurants. For 
more information visit www.mcdonalds.se 
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